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In this note, we consider a question raised by S.S. Shrikhande [63 conlcerning the embfedding 
of an ARD with deficiency d into ARBIBD. We show that such aru embedding is always 
possible if we assume that n>$(d4-2d3+2d2+d-2: wd in addition that then: is ome good 
class. 
A design CZJ is a pair (9,%‘) where 9 is a finite set of u symb#ols (called points) 
and 9 is a finite family of b k-subsets of P (called blocksj. If x, y E SF, then h(x, y) 
denotes the number of blocks containing both x and y. By definition, h(x, x) i,s the 
number of blocks in 9 containing x. 
A subset of 3 of .Z is called a parallel class of 9 if and only if for each point 
x E 9, there is exactly one block B ESB with x E B. Any two blociks &, B2 are said 
to be paraliei if they belong to the same parallel class and wiill be denoted by 
BlllB2. A design a= (9, Z!?) is said to be a resolvable design if there exists a 
partition .9?=93,U93,U- * -U @, such that each 9, is a paralKe1 class. Then it 
follows that A(x, x) = r for any x. 
A resolvable design 9 = (9, Z’) is called an afline resolvable design (ARD) if 
there exists an integer p such that any two non-parallel blocks intersect in exactly 
h points. Then it follows that u = nk = n2p, b = nr where n > 2 is the number of 
blocks in each parallel cla.ss. 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a design 9 = (P,c%) such that 
h(x, y) = A for any xf y E P. It then follows that A(x, X) = r for any x and we have 
?X=bk, A(v - 1) = r(k - 1). 
An ARD which is a BIELD will be called an tine resolvable B’WD (ARBIBD). 
Bose [l] showed that the parameters of an ARBIBD can be expressed in terms of 
two integers n 3 2 and t b 0; 
p.L*=(n-l)t+l, r*=n”t+n+l , 
u = nk = n2p*, b = nr*, A =nt+l. 
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Bose and Elush [2] showed that in ARD, r c (n2p -- l)/(n .- 1) and the right hand 
side of the inequality is an integer if and only if /.L c= CL* and in this case the right hand 
side equals r*. 
In this paper we consider the problem of embedding an ARD with parameters 
V = nk = ?I$*, b = nr = n(r* -d), p = p*, into ARBIBD with parameters v = 
nk = n2p*, b = nr*, A = nt + 1. From now on, ARD with above parameters will be 
called ARD with deficiency d. Bruck [3] proved this for t = 0: 
Theorem (Bruck [3]). An ARD with deficiency d and with t = 0 can be embedded 
info m AKBIBD if n :a f(d) wtWre f(d) = i(d4 - 2d3 + 2d2+ d - 21. 
Shrikhande [6] conjectured that there exists a polynomial p(d, t) such that if 
n > p(d, t), then any ARD with deficiency d can be embedded into an ARBIBD. 
For t 2 1, Shrikhande and Bhagwandas [7] and Shrikhande and Singhi [8] have 
proved the conjecture :for d = 1,2. Also Shrikhande and Singhi [“3] proved it for 
d = 3. Before we state the theorem, we need some more definitions. A block A is 
called a good block if for any blocks B and C, if O< ]A n B n Cl < p, then 
]A n b n C( = &I. A parallel class is said to be a good class if every block in it is a 
good block. These were first defined by Kimberley [4J, and these are called prime 
blocks and prime class by Shrikhande [6] and Mavron [5]. 
Theorem. Let 9 = (9,Z) be an ARD with deficiency d and let 9 have a good 
class d. Assume n > f(d) = $(d4 - 2d3 + 2d2 + d - 2). Then 9 can be embedded into 
aw ARBIBD &J with 1 still being a good class. 
hwf of the theorem 
By the Bruck’s result, we may assume t 3 1. 
a 1. Let A and B be intersecting blocks of an ARD. Then there exist at most 
n + I blocks containing A fl B. 
f. Let x be the number of blocks containing A n B. Note that if a block C 
contains AnB, then AnBnC=An3. So vag++(k-p). So 
Let A = nt + 1. The following lemma was proved by Shrikhande and Singhi [9]. 
n>2d(d-L), then A-dsh(x,y)~h.. 
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Lemma 3. Assume n > f(d I, and d > 0. Let A be a block in 9. Then there exists a 
block B such that A n B is contained in at most n blocks. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. By Lemma 1, for every B such that A n B # pl, 
A 17 B is contained in exactly n + 1 blocks. We note that for all x E A, therle is 
YEA such that h(x,y)<h. Fix x and y. Let %={B:B#A, x,y~B}. Then 
j%\<A - 1. We define a relation ‘-’ on %’ by B-C@AnB=AnC. Since it is 
an equivalence relation, each equivalence class has n blocks and n 1 I%(. But 
A = 1 (mod n), which implies I%! < A - n, and A (x, y) < A - n. Since n > d, A(x, y) < 
A - d w&h contradicts Lemma 2. El 
Lemma 4. Let Jb be a good class and 3 # d be a parallel class.. Let A E& and 
B&3. Then 
(i) If IAnBnCI=p/n, then for each A’s& and B’E~, IA”nB’nCi=p/n. 
(ii) If IA n B nC\ = p, then for each A’E SB, there exists B’E% such that 
IA’n B’n Cl = p. SimiZarly for each B’E 23, there exists A”‘E .sB such that 
IA’ n B’ n Cl = p. 
(iii) If IA n B n Cl = p, then for each A’ E d, B’E 3, there exis,ts C’llC such that 
jA’nB’nC’I=p. 
Proof. First we note that for any A, B, C such that IA n B 13 C( = u, A’ n B 17 C = 
A n B’ n C = $3 for all A’ \\A, B’(IB, A’ # A, B’ f B. 
(i) If IAnBnC(=p/n, then for any B’ E 53, IA n Wn Cl c p. Since 
CBEgB IA fl B’ rI Cl = p and A is a good block,, JA n B’ n Cl = p,/n. This implies 
(A’ n B’n Cl c p for any A’E SB. Since SQ is a good c’!ass, we get IA’ n B’ n Cl = 
ph. 
(ii) Since IA t7B n C( = u, IA’n B (7 Cl = 0 for all A’ # A E SB. By (i), there 
exists B’E 93 such that IA’ n B’ tl Cl = p. The proof for the 2nd part is similar. 
(iii) By (ii), for any A’ # A E Se, there exists DllC such tha.t IA’n B rl~l=2 p. 
Again by (ii), for any B’ # B E $4, there exists C’llD such that (A’ n B’ tl C’( = 
CL. a 
Lemma 5. Assume n >f(d). Let 9 = (9,.5?) be an ARD with deficiency d. Let A, 
B be two interesecting blocks and let x he the number of blocks containing A tl B. If 
A is a good block, then. x 3 n + 1 -d. 
f. We consider 
c (IA~~BIX’I-~~~. 
Cd? 
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Then since A is a good block, it equals zero. On the other hand, the quantity 
equals 
2cL 
-I- l-- ( ) n ~pmsncl+$~lAnsncl”. 
But 
by Lemma 2. 
x\AnBfiC(=(r-x)p, and ~JAnBncp=n(r-x). 
So we get an inequality 
(A-d-X)fi(~-l)f 1-z 
( ) 
(r-x)a+$ n(r-x)GO. 
If we simplify this inequality using 
r=n2t+n+l-d, A-nt+l, /L=(n-l)t+l, 
then we get x an+l-d. Cl 
af the theorem. We use induction on d. When d = 0, there is nothing to 
prove. So we assume d >O. Let d=(A1, . . . , A,). By Lemma 3 and Lemma 5, 
there exists B1 E @ such that A1 n B1 is contained in x blocks, where n + 1 -d s 
xe!!,+l. Let B={B1,..., Z3,). We consider an incidence structure JJ : 
%6=IA, nBjhci,jcn9 9(S) = (blocks in 8 containing Ai n B,‘s) 
and incidence is by inclusion. Then we claim 4 is an ARD with deficiency n + 1 -x 
and with t = 0. (Let parameters of 4 be u’, k’, v’, p’). Clearly V’ = n2. By Lemma 
4(ii), k’ = n. Now we show that there are x blocks containing Ai nBj for any i, j. 
By Lemma. 4, for each block C containing Al n B1, there is C’(jC such that C’ 
contains Ai n Bti So r’s x. By changing the role of A1, B1 and Ai, Bj, we get 
P’ = x. Next if there are 2 blocks C aId D contain&g Ai n Bj and Ai n Bi, then 
I&: rrD\ a2~. So p’ = 1. And if C E St.%), then for srly C’llC, C’ E S(,%). 
Since ddn+l-x, n>f(d)af(n+l-x). (~Vote: f(d) is increasing if da0.) By 
Br~k’s Theorem, 9 can be embedded into an ARBIBD 3 with new parallel 
cksses. Let CE Z(&\,Z(.%) be a new parallel class. We define 8’ as follows: 
s@V = P(9), Ze(9’) =5?(a) u %. 
claim 9’ is an AIXD with d - 1 de ency and contains e as a good class. First, 
t clearly resolvable. Next, let A E and CE %, then th&ere is B ~48 such that 
if E.%(d) with IA n nD/=p, then DES@), and 
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IDr\Cj=p. If D~5?(9d) with jAnBnDj=pjn, then JAnCnDI=: 
jAnBnD(=p/n. Then lCnDI=CAEd IA nCnDI=p. So we! showed 9’ is an 
ARD with deficiency d-l. Now if O<)AnCnDI<:p for CE%, then 
IA n C n Dl = IA n B nDl for some B E@. So (A n rC n Dl =: &I, which finishes 
the proof of the claim. Now by induction on d, 9’ can be embedded into 
ARBIBD !& with a good class d. q 
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